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CAUSE AND
EFFECT

Read to find the causes and
enects of the Golden Age
in Classical Greece.

Historians

sometimes

use the phrase Golden Age to

describe the time when a people or civilization

was at its best.

They judge this based on such things as the civilization's
BIG IDEA

Defeating the Persian Empire
in war led to the Golden Age
in Classical Greece.

architecture,

academy

art,

agree that
for about

100 years, from 490 B.C. to 390 B.C.

The Persian Wars

league

demagogue

and science. Most historians

a Golden Age existed in the Classical Greek civilization

VOCABULARY
patron.
tragedy.
. 'comedy
.. plague

literature,

I

For hundreds of years the Greek city-states fought

over land and

trade. Then, beginning in the 500s 8.C., a common enemy brought
the Greek people together for a time. The common enemy was
Persia. During that century Persia built a huge empire that included
Assyria, Babylonia, Egypt, and the Greek city-states in Asia Minor.
In 490 B.C. Persian king Darius I turned his soldiers toward the Greek
mainland.
Citizen-soldiers from Athens met a larger Persian force on the
plain of Marathon, not far from Athens. Although
had more soldiers, the well-trained
them in just one day of fighting.

the Persians

Athenians managed to defeat
Legends about the battle tell

Black
Sea

- -+-

~

Invasion by Darius,
490 B,C,
Invasion by Xerxes,
480 B,C,
Persian victory

o

Greek lands

~

Greek victory

Human-Environment
Interactions
bailie on the Balkan Peninsula.
~

The Greeks and Persians met in

Who controlled the land on which the Greeks won victories?

of a messenger who ran all the way from

once again. They defeated

Marathon

sea near the island of Salamis (SA'luh'muhs)

to Athens to report the amazing

victory. Athletes
the marathon,

today re-create this run in
a race that covers a distance

of 26 miles, 385 yards (42 km, 195 m).
In 480 B.C. the Persians again invaded
the Balkan Peninsula. This time Xerxes
(ztnx-seez), the son of Darius I, attacked
by land and by sea. The Persians
were met by Greek forces made
up of armies and navies from
many city-states,

including

the Persians at

and on land at Plataea (pluh·TEE·uh).
Even before fighting

the Persians, some

Greek city-states had begun to work together
in matters of war. To protect themselves,
they formed

a league, or group of allies.

Sparta led southern city-states in the
Peloponnesian League. After the
Persian Wars, Athens made new
alliances. City-states from Attica,
Asia Minor, and some of the

Athens and Sparta. The Persian

Aegean Islands joined Athens

forces, as before,

to form the Delian (DEE·lee·uhn)

outnumbered

the Greeks. Yet the Greeks won

League.

(jl'l'l'IB

What events caused
the Greek city-states to unite?
Greek bronze helmet from about 500 B.C.

@

CAUSE

AND EFFECT

The Persians twice invaded the
Balkan Peninsula.
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The Age of Pericles

Population of Athens

Athenians felt great pride in their new
leadership position after the defeat of the
Persians. This pride led to achievements

/

about 430 B.C.
Noncitizens 12%

/

in other areas. During much of this time,
Athens was led by Pericles (PAIR·uh·kleez),
a member

of the city-state's

wealthy

ruling class.
Pericles was a relative of Cleisthenes,
the Athenian
governing

leader who had taken

authority

away from

the aristocracy and given it
to the city-state's assembly.

/

After the Persian Wars,
Pericles wanted to continue
the democratic

learning from Graphs
Male citizens with the
right to vote made up only a small part of Athens's
population. A bust of the leader Pericles (left).
~ Athens had a population of about 285,000 people.
About how many male citizens were there? About
how many slaves were there?

reforms

of Cleisthenes.
In about 460 B.C. Pericles
was elected as a leader in the
Athenian

government.

Over

the next 30 years, he
made many important
changes. He introduced

Achievements of
the Golden Age

pay for public officials. At
first, only elected offi-

/

cials were paid. In time,
all government

porter, of learning and the arts.

officials,

both elected and appointed,

He hired the best architects

received pay. This allowed people who

artists to build and decorate

were not wealthy

to serve in the govern-

ment. As many as 20,000 Athenians
have held government

may

jobs.

In 457 B.C. Pericles gave male citizens
office.

He believed that every

male citizen, not just wealthy

citizens,

had a right to take part in government.
As Pericles once explained, "No one is
prevented from being of service to
the state because of [being poor]."

C'l!J'1I'li'J

as the Parthenon-theaters,

and other public buildings. The beautiful
city of Athens became an important'

of any class the right to hold nearly any
government

temples-such

How did Pericles change
government in Athens? by paying
officials and opening offices to
male citizens of all classes~ ...-...1_;:;;:l1li,,",:

and

cultural center.
Pericles also supported

~.., ..

..· '.

writers, such -as'

Herodotus (hih·RAH·duh·tuhs),
an early historian. Herodotus explained that he wrote ..,'

a ~

Masks such as this one were used to
show different emotions on stage in the
ancient Greek theater.

of the Persian Wars

to record "the astonishing

achievements

of our own

and of other peoples."
Even today many people

Hippocrates

still read the works of
Herodotus
writers

t

and of other

",A . doctors.

of the Golden Age.

Sophocles (SAH·fuhokleez) wrote

is perhaps best

remembered for the rules of
behavior that he wrote for
Today doctors still

promise to follow

these rules

when they finish medical school.
The promise they make is known
the Hippocratic
come(iies,

or plays designed to make

audiences laugh. His comedie.s u.suaDy made
fun of political leaders or idea.s that he did
not agree with.
During the Golden Age, sdentists studied
nature and human life. Some of their find-

as

oath.

Ij'Il'l'Ij'i't

What contribution did Hippocrates
make to science? He showed that illnesses
have natural causes.

The End of the Golden Age
Pericles wanted to make Athens not only

ings changed the way that people viewed

"the school of Greece" but also its most power-

their world. One of the great sdentists of
Greece was Hippocrates (hihopAJi"lcruhoteez).

ful city-state. To do this, soldiers were sent to

He showed that illnesses came from natural

allies from the Delian League to pay tribute

causes. Many people at that time believed
that illnesses were punishments

for angering

the gods.

conquer lands in Egypt. Athens also forced its
as the price for peace and protection.

Sparta

feared the growing power of Athens and broke
off friendly relations.

The 8ISl remarkable

building of the Golden Age of Athens was the Parlhenqh,
which was built on the Acropolis. This marble temple
celebrated Greek victories in the PersiaJ(Wai~
"and honored the Greek goddess Athen~..
Parthenon was completed in 432
Its ruins still stan

If.~.

.

.~.

.

POINTS OF VIEW

--------------------------Democracy
.

Democracy was an important idea in
ancient Athens. Many Athenians believed
that citizens should have the right to participate in government. However, not all ot the
people thoughrthat
Athens should be a
democracy. Below are two different viewpoints about democracy-one
from the
Greek philosopher Plato and the other from
the Greek leader Pericles.

In 431 B.C.Sparta and its allies in the
Peloponnesian

League went to war against

Athens and its allies. This marked the beginning of the Peloponnesian

War.

Pericles called all the people from the
countryside

into the city while the Spartans

and their allies held the surrounding
430 B.C.the

lague

out and spread quickly through
Many people died, including
of the Athenian

area. In

a deadly disease, broke
the city.

one-fourth

army and Pericles himself.

For the next 27 years, the two leagues
PLATO, Greek philcsoptrer.
from The Bepubtie, 360 B.C.

"Liberty overruasters tlenlocracy-the

truth being that

fought

each other. The Athenian

defended

navy

Athens, which was also protected

by walls. Without

the wise leadership of

Pericles, the members of the Athenian

exoesslve increase of anything
often causes a reaction il\the
opposite direction; and thls is
the case ... above all in forms
of government. "
PERICLES, Greek leader and general,
quoted by the Greek historian
'rhucydides (thoo-sta-duh-deezl in
The History of the Pe/oponnesian
War, 431 B.C.

"IOurJidministrat!.2V

favors the many

instead of the few; this fS why iris
called a demonaev ....

The freedom

we enjoy In our government extends
te our ordinary life.

. But all th1's

leader who stirs up the feelings and fears
of people to gain personal power. These
new leaders made promises they could
not keep. They led the assembly to make
poor decisions that began to weaken the
city-state.
Faced with ruin, Athens surrendered
to Sparta in 404 B.C.Sparta quickly
replaced the Athenian
an oligarchy
Athenians

democracy with

like its own. However, the

soon rebelled, and for a time

Athens was a democracy

once again.

. f'lTl!1mJ

What events brought an end to the
Golden Age? the Peloponnesian
War;
the plague; the rise of demagogues

ease in OUIprivate relations does not

The Greek Philnsophers

make us lawless citizens. Against this, fear is
our chief safeguard. eaclling us to obey the
magistrates and the laws. "

Analyze the Viewpoints

o Why does Plato feel that IlbertY in a demooracyis

o

260

dangerous?How would Pericles respond t02lato:s
concerns?
Make It Relevant
In anclent Athens all
male citizens over the age of 18 had a direct
voice in government. Describe how democracy
in ancient Athens was similar to and diHerent
from democracy in the Unfled States.
•

Unit 4

After the Peloponnesian

War there were

still many great thinkers and teachers in
Athens. They were called philosophers,
which means "lovers of wisdom"

in Greek.

One of them, Socrates (sAHokruhoteez),
called himself the city's "gadfly," after an
insect that bites horses and makes them
jump.

He used criticism of the government

to "sting" Athenians

into thinking

and the best way to live it.

about life

:sainting from about A.D. 1510 bV the Italian artist 8apIIael is called
two figures in the center represent PlaID aad Aristotle.

The School

.A.:freAs. The

Such criticism would have been more
...-elcome in Pericles' day. Instead, it annoyed
~

new leaders of Athens. In 399

Aihenian

court found

s.c, an

Socrates guilty of

who is wise. He believed it was possible
to become a good ruler by studying
hard and by loving wisdom.
philosophers

s.c.

He felt that

would make the best rulers.

!E.aC.hing dangerous ideas to the city's young

In 385

oeople. The court ordered Socrates to end

or acaaem~, in which future

his own life by drinking

learn the lessons that they would need to

family members wanted

poison. Friends and
Socrates to live.

They said he should run away. However,
Socrates felt that it was important

for all

citizens to obey the law, so he drank the
poison.
One of Socrates' students was Plato

Plato started

a special school,
rulers could

govern well.
Aristotle

(Aia-uh-stah-tuhl)

entered

Plato's Academy at the age of 18. He
studied there for about 20 years. Aristotle
did not agree with Plato about the kinds
of knowledge

that were the most impor-

(PLAy·toh). Like Socrates, Plato was disap-

tant.

pointed

he would like things to be. Aristotle

in the leaders who came after

Plato was mainly interested

in how
was

Pericles. Plato said that a ruler should be

more interested

a person of good character-someone

were. They disagreed in some areas.

in how things really

Chapter
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Greek Thought
i

PHILOSOPHER

.

.'

Pythagoras of Samos,
about 580 B.C.- about500 B.C.

"The inventor of geometry, Pythagoras thought that the world
< c,ould ~e understood through mathematical principles.

Socrates of Athens,
about 470 B.c.-399 B.C.
Oemocrhus of Abdera,
about 480 B.C.- about 370 B.C.

Oemocritus said tharthe universe is made up of only two things-atoms
and space ..
Much ofti)e modern science of physics is based on this idea.
at a person's reality is a combination of knowle6ge
learnin~ and opinions based on sense

Plato of Athens,
about 428 B.c.-348 B.C.

Analyze Tables This table includes ideas of some important Greek philosophers,
including Aristotle (right).
~

Which philosopher's ideas are a part of the modern science 01 physics?

astronomy,

economics,

that the best life was one spent in search

and sports.

He was among

of knowledge

scientists

However,

both Aristotle

Aristotle's
covered

and Plato thought

and truth.
including

biology,

How did the leadership
of Pericles cause arts and sciences in Athens
to change?

o BIG IDEA

Why did the defeat of the Persian
Empire inspire other achievements in Classical
Greece?

~

*
~

0

VOCABULARY Write a paragraph about the use
of comeily and trage y in entertainment.

€) TIME LINE Which took place first-the
of Plato's Academy or the building of the
Parthenon?

o HISTORY For what are Sophocles and
Aristophanes known?

in detail

the first
both animals

and plants.

wide search for knowledge

many subjects,

to study

law, science,

founding

Ij!i\?IW'

Why did Socrates end his own life?
He was ordered to by the court, and he felt
that all citizens should obey the law.

o HISTORY Which groups fought in the
Peloponnesian War?

o CRITICALTHINKING-Evaluate

Socrates taught
by asking questions. Which do you think is a
better way to teach, by asking questions or by
telling facts? Explain.

PERFORMANCE-Make a Civic Pride Poster
After defeating the Persians, the Athenians
showed their pride in being Greek. They
created great works of art and made important
discoveries in science. Think about the pride you
feel in your nation. Make a poster that shows why
you feel proud to be a citizen. Display your poster
in the classroom.

